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Abstract In light of recent controversies surrounding the use of computational
methods for the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees of language families (especially
the Indo-European family), a possible approach based on syntactic information, com-
plementing other linguistic methods, appeared as a promising possibility, largely
developed in recent years in Longobardi’s Parametric Comparison Method. In this
paper we identify several serious problems that arise in the use of syntactic data from
the SSWL database for the purpose of computational phylogenetic reconstruction.
We show that the most naive approach fails to produce reliable linguistic phyloge-
netic trees. We identify some of the sources of the observed problems and we discuss
how they may be, at least partly, corrected by using additional information, such
as prior subdivision into language families and subfamilies, and a better use of the
information about ancient languages. We also describe how the use of phylogenetic
algebraic geometry can help in estimating to what extent the probability distribution
at the leaves of the phylogenetic tree obtained from the SSWL data can be considered
reliable, by testing it on phylogenetic trees established by other forms of linguistic
analysis. In simple examples, we find that, after restricting to smaller language sub-
families and considering only those SSWL parameters that are fully mapped for the
whole subfamily, the SSWL data match extremely well reliable phylogenetic trees,
according to the evaluation of phylogenetic invariants. This is a promising sign for
the use of SSWL data for linguistic phylogenetics. We also argue how dependencies
and nontrivial geometry/topology in the space of syntactic parameters would have to
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be taken into consideration in phylogenetic reconstructions based on syntactic data.
A more detailed analysis of syntactic phylogenetic trees and their algebro-geometric
invariants will appear elsewhere [33].

1 Introduction

This paper is based on a talk given by the last author at the workshop “Phylogenetic
Models: Linguistics, Computation, and Biology” organized by Robert Berwick at
the CSAIL department of MIT in May 2016.

The reconstruction of phylogenetic trees of language families is a crucial problem
in the field of Historical Linguistics. The construction of an accurate family tree for
the Indo-European languages accompanied andoriginallymotivated the development
of Historical Linguistics, and has been a focus of attention for linguists for the span
of two centuries. In recent years, Historical Linguistics has seen a new influx of
mathematical and computational methods, originally developed in the context of
mathematical biology to deal with species phylogenetic trees, see for instance [5, 10,
12, 23, 28, 36]. A considerable amount of controversy arose recently in relation to the
accuracy and effectiveness of these methods and the related problem of phylogenetic
inference. In particular, claims regarding the phylogenetic tree of the Indo-European
languagesmade in [6]were variously criticized by historical linguists, see the detailed
discussion in [27].

Most of the literature dealing with computational phylogenetic trees in the context
of Linguistics focused on the use of lexical data, in the form of Swadesh lists of
words, and the encoding as binary data of the counting of cognate words, see for
instance the articles in [12]. Other reconstructions used phonetic data and sound
change, as in [5], or a combination of several types of linguistic data (referred to
as “characters”), including phonetic, lexical, and morphological properties, as in
[3, 36]. A different approach to linguistic phylogenetic reconstruction, based on
syntactic parameters, was developed recently in [13, 17–21]. This method is known
as Parametric Comparison Method (PCM). A coding theory perspective on the PCM
was given in [22, 32].

The notion of syntactic parameters arises in Generative Linguistics, within the
Principles and Parametersmodel developed byChomsky in [7, 8]. Amore expository
account of syntactic parameters is given in [2]. Syntactic parameters are conceived
as binary variables that express syntactic features of natural languages. The notion
of syntactic parameters has undergone changes, reflecting changes in the modeling
of generative grammar: for a recent overview of the parametric modeling of mor-
phosyntactic features see [30]. A main open problems in the parametric approach for
comparative generative grammar is understanding the space of syntactic parameters,
identifying dependence relations between parameters and possibly identifying a fun-
damental set of such variables that would represent a good system of coordinates for
the space of languages. Recently, the use of mathematical methods for the study of
the space of syntactic parameters of world languages was proposed in [26, 29, 34].
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At present, the only available extensive database of binary parameters describing
syntactic features is the SSWL database [37], which collects data of 115 parameters
over 253 world languages. It is debatable whether the binary variables collected in
SSWL represent fundamental syntactic parameters: surface orders, for instance, are
often confounded with the deep underlying parameter values. Moreover, SSWL does
not record any dependence relations between parameters. Different data of syntactic
parameters have been used in [20, 21], with dependence relations taken into account,
and more data are being collected by these authors and will hopefully be available
soon. For the purpose of this paper, we will use the terminology “syntactic param-
eters” loosely for any collection of binary variables describing syntactic features of
natural languages. We work with the SSWL data, simply because it is presently the
most extensive database available of syntactic structures.

In Sect. 2 of this paper we show that just using the Hamming distance between
vectors of binary variables extracted from the SSWL data and the Neighborhood-
JoiningMethod for phylogenetic inference gives very poor results as far as linguistic
phylogenetic trees are concerned. We identify several different sources of problems,
some inherent to the SSWL data, some to the inference methodology, and somemore
generally related to the use of syntactic parameters for phylogenetic linguistics.

In the Sect. 4 we review the method of Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry of [24]
and themain results of [1, 35] on phylogenetic ideals and phylogenetic invariants that
we need for applications to the analysis of syntactic phylogenetic trees. In Sect. 5 we
show how one can use techniques from Phylogenetic Algebraic Geometry to test the
reliability of syntactic parameter data for phylogenetic linguistics, by using known
phylogenetic trees that are considered reliable, and to test the reliability of candidate
phylogenetic trees assuming a certain degree of reliability of the syntactic data.

In Sect. 6 we argue that dependencies between the syntactic variables recorded
in the SSWL database should be taken into consideration in order to improve the
reliability of these data for phylogenetic reconstruction. In particular, the presence of
geometry/topology in this set of data and the presence of different degrees of recov-
erability of some of the SSWL syntactic variables in Kanerva network tests indicate
that an appropriated weighted use of the data that accounts for these phenomena may
improve the results.

2 PHYLIP Analysis of SSWL

We discuss here the problems that occurs in a naive analysis of the SSWL database
using the phylogenetic tree algorithm PHYLIP. We identify the main types of errors
that occur and the possible sources of the problems. We will discuss in Sect. 4 how
one can eliminate some of the problems and obtain more accurate phylogenetic trees
from SSWL data, using different methods.
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2.1 Data and Code

We acquired the syntactic language data from the SSWL database with two different
methods, one consisting of downloading the data as a .csv file directly, with the
results separated in the format “language|property|value”, and one achieved by
scraping the data into a .json file, formatted as a list of lists of binary variables, in
the format “‘language’ : {‘parameters’ : ‘values’}”. This was done with a python
script data_obtainer.pywhich went through all of SSWL and dumped the data
as desired.

The SSWL data, stored in a more convenient .json file format produced by the
first author, are available as the file full_langs.json which can be downloaded
at the URL address http://www.its.caltech.edu/~matilde/PhylogeneticSSWL2.

We created, for each language in the database, a vector of binary variables rep-
resenting the syntactic traits of that language as recorded in the SSWL database,
with value 1 indicated that the language possessed the respective trait, and value 0
indicating that the language does not possess the trait.

One of themain sources of problems regarding the use of SSWLdata arises already
at this stage: not all languages in the database have all the same parameters mapped.
The lack of information about a certain number of parameters for certain languages
alters the counting of the Hamming distances, as it requires a choice of normalization
of the string length, with additional entries added representing lack of information.
This clearly generates problems, as this inconsistency generates mistakes in the
counting of Hamming distances and in the tree reconstruction. In Sect. 2.2 we will
illustrate specific examples where this problem occurs.

TheHammingdistance algorithmHF.py takes twoequal-length binary sequences,
throwing an error if this length requirement is violated, and returns the sum of all
bitwise XORs between them, or the total number of differences. In this way, we
construct with distance_matrix_checker.py the Hamming distance matrix
Mab = dH (�a, �b), whose entries are the Hamming distances between the vectors of
binary syntactic parameters of languages �a and �b.

For example, Germanic languages on average have normalized Hamming dis-
tance in the range 0.3–0.4. Old Saxon and Old English have a Hamming distance
of 0.17 from German, while Swiss German has distance 0.09. Modern English has
below average differences at 0.27. While these distances may appear reasonable,
one can detect easily another major source of problems in the use of SSWL data for
phylogenetic reconstruction. Many languages belonging to very different families
have small Hamming distance: for example, the Indo-European Hindi (60%mapped
in SSWL) and the Sino-Tibetan Mandarin (87% mapped in SSWL) receive a nor-
malized distance of 0.12. This is certainly in large part due to the different level of
accuracy with which the two languages are mapped in the same database. However,
one can also observe syntactic similarities between languages belonging to different
families, which are not due to poor recording of the respective data, but are a genuine
consequence of the syntactic properties being described.
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This 253 × 253 matrix of Hamming distances was then given as input to the
PHYLIP package1 for phylogenetic tree reconstruction, which is widely used in
Mathematical Biology. Given the Hamming distance matrix Mab = dH (�a, �b), the
PHYLIP software provides several options for tree construction from distancematrix
data: additive tree model, ultrametric model, neighbor joining method, and average
linkage clustering (UPGMA). The resulting tree produced by PHYLIP, containing
all 253 languages in the SSWL database, is contained in outfile, where the tree
in the text file is drawn with dashes and exclamation points. The information of the
output tree and distances is also given in the output file outtree in Newick format,
with parentheses and commas. The accompanying file key.txt contains the key
that indicates the full language name that corresponds to each two-letter string in
outfile. The output files can be opened in any text editor.

The python code and the output files, prepared by the second, third and fourth
authors of this paper, are available at http://www.its.caltech.edu/~matilde/Phylogenetic
SSWL.

2.2 Main Problems in the Resulting Tree

A quick inspection of the output file obtained by running PHYLIP on the SSWL data
immediately reveals that there are many problems with the resulting phylogenetic
tree. We will give explicit examples here that illustrate some of the main type of
problems one encounters. There are many more such examples one can easily find
by inspecting the output tree available in the repository at the URL indicated above.

2.3 Sources of Problems

An important problem in computational phylogenetic reconstruction is how to val-
idate statistically the model. There are well known problem inherent in using the
Hamming distance as a source for phylogenetic trees. Estimating tree branch lengths
is a hard problem. Distance matrices can be non-additive due to error, and it is typi-
cally difficult to distinguish distances that deviate from additivity due to change from
deviations due to error. This problem is significant even in the context of Biology,
where the use of DNA data is more reliable than the use of vectors of binary variables
coming from linguistic properties [31]. For a discussion of some of these issues in
Biology see [9]. For a comparison of phylogenetic methods (not including syntactic
parameters) in Linguistics, see [3].

As we discuss with individual specific examples in the subsections that follow,
there are several different source of problems that combine to create different kinds
of errors in the resulting phylogenetic tree. The main problems are the following:

1http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/software.html.
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(1) inherent problems in the computational method based on Hamming distances,
as discussed above;

(2) problemswith non-uniform coverage of syntactic data across different languages
and language families in the SSWL database;

(3) the nature of the syntactic variables recorded in the SSWL database (for instance
with respect to surface versus deep structure) and the presence of relations
between these variables;

(4) the existence of languages belonging to unrelated linguistic families that can be
similar at the level of syntactic structures.

Clearly, some of these problems are of linguistic nature, like the last one listed,
while others are of computational nature, like the first one, while others depend on
the nature and accuracy of the SSWL data. It is difficult to disentangle the effects of
each individual problem on the output tree, but the examples listed below illustrate
cases where one can identify one of the problems listed here as the most likely origin
of the mistakes one sees in the resulting phylogenetic tree.

2.3.1 Misplacement of Languages Within the Correct Subfamily Tree

This type of problem occurs when a group of languages are correctly identified as
belonging to the same subfamily of a given historical-linguistic family, but the inter-
nal structure of the subfamily tree appears inconsistent with the structure generally
agreed upon based on other linguistic data.

In the naive PHYLIP analysis of the SSWL database we see an example of this
kind by considering the subtree of the Latin languages within the Indo-European
family. The shape of this subtree, as it appears in in the output file, is of the form
illustrated in Fig. 1. We see here that, although these languages are correctly grouped
together as belonging to the same subfamily, the relative position within the subtree
does not agree with what historical linguistic methods have established. Indeed,
one can easily see, for instance, that the position of Portuguese in the subtree is
incorrectly placed closer to Italian and Sicilian, than to Spanish and Catalan. This
example is interesting because the error does not appear to be due to the poormapping
of parameters for these languages: Italian and Sicilian are 100% mapped in SSWL
and Spanish, Catalan, and Portuguese are 84% mapped. So these are among some
of the best recorded languages in the database, and still their respective position in
the phylogenetic tree does not agree with reliable reconstructions from Historical
Linguistics. It is interesting to compare the reconstruction obtained in this way, with
the one obtained, on a different set of syntactic data, by Longobardi’s Parametric
Comparison in [20], which has Italian and French as a pair of two nearby branches,
andSpanish andPortuguese as another pair of nearby branches. This example appears
to outline an issue arising from the way syntactic variables are classified in the SSWL
(as opposed to the different list of syntactic parameters used in [20]). We discuss in
Sect. 6 below some of the problems of dependencies between the SSWL syntactic
variables that may be at the sources of this kind of problem.
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Fig. 1 PHYLIP output
subtree of Latin languages:
jq=Spanish, jb=Catalan,
gz=Sicilian, bq= Italian,
je=Portuguese, fn=French

2.3.2 Placement of Languages in the Wrong Subfamily Tree

Another type of mistake one finds in the naive phylogenetic tree reconstruction from
SSWLsyntactic data is illustratedby theGermanic languages inFig. 2. In this case,we
find that most of the languages in this subtree are correctly grouped together as Ger-
manic, but a language that clearly belongs to a different subfamily is also placed in the
samegroup. It isverypuzzlingwhyAncientNeapolitanendsupincorporatedin the tree
ofGermaniclanguagesratherthennearItalianandtheotherdialectsofItalianinthesub-
tree of Latin languages of Fig. 1. Linguistically, one could perhaps argue that Ancient
Neapolitan did in fact have severalGermanic influences due to theOstrogoths, but it is
more reasonable to expect such influences to appear at the lexical rather than syntactic

Fig. 2 PHYLIP output
subtree of Germanic
languages: dm=Norwegian,
cw=Faroese, hj= Italian
Ancient Neapolitan,
fd= Icelandic, jc=Afrikaans,
ey=West Flemish,
ia=Dutch, hc=German,
gi=Swedish, cg=English
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level.Moreover, thespecificplacementwithin theGermanic treenearFaroese,Norwe-
gianandIcelandic,doesnotnecessarily reflect thishypothesis. In termsof theaccuracy
withwhich these languages are recorded in theSSWLdatabase,AncientNeapolitan is
83%mapped,while its nearest neighbor on this PHYLIP output tree haveNorwegian,
which is alsomappedwith a similar accuracyof 84%, andFaroese and Icelandicwith a
lower accuracy of 69%. It is possible that this example already reflects a problemwith
the different accuracy of mapping of different languages in the SSWL database, or it
may be a problemwith the algorithmic reconstructionmethod itself. There are several
similar instances in the output tree, which point to a problem that is systematic, hence
likely generated by the method of phylogenetic reconstruction adopted in this naive
analysis.

2.3.3 Proximity of Languages fromUnrelated Families

Another typeofproblemthatoccursfrequentlyintheoutput treeof thisnaiveanalysis is
the case of completely unrelated languages (fromcompletely different language fami-
lies) that are placed in adjacent positions in the tree.Wesee anexample inFig. 3,where
theMayanK’iche’ language andGeorgian (Kartvelian family) are placed next to each
other in the tree. Both K’iche’ and Georgian are 69%mapped in the SSWL database.
Although this isnot as accurateamappingas someof the languageswediscussed in the
previous examples, it is nonetheless the same level of precision available, for instance,
forsomeoftheGermaniclanguagesinthepreviousexample,whichwereat leastplaced
correctly in theGermanic subtree. Thus, the type of problemwe see in this example is
not entirely due to poor mapping of the languages involved. It must be also an effect
of other factors like the computational reconstructionmethod used, as in the previous
class of examples. However, there can also be some purely linguistic factors involved.
Namely, there are known cases of languages belonging to unrelated historical linguis-
tic families thatmay appear close at the syntactic level. This type of phenomenonmay
be responsible for at least part of the caseswhere one finds unrelated languages placed
in close proximity in the output tree. This is an indication that one should not rely on
syntactic data alone, without accompanying them with other linguistic data, that can
provide,forexample,apriorsubdivisionoflanguagesintolanguagefamilies.Usingthe
samemethodof phylogenetic tree reconstructionondata alreadygrouped into linguis-
tic families,with individual family treesseparatelyconstructed, improves theaccuracy
of the resulting trees. Other combinations of syntactic and lexical/morphological data
can be used to improve accuracy.

Fig. 3 Misplaced proximity:
io=K’iche’, dj=Georgian
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2.3.4 The Position of Ancient Languages in the Tree

Finally, there is an additional problemone encounters in the naive phylogenetic recon-
struction based on the SSWLdata, namely the position of the ancient languages in the
tree. Clearly, the algorithm assumes that all the data correspond to leaves of the tree
and that the inner nodes are hiddenvariables,while the fact thatwedohaveknowledge
of some of the ancient languages and that several are recorded in the SSWL database
means that some of the inner nodes should in fact carry some of the data. This prob-
lem can be resolved if the inner languages would be placed as a single leaf attached to
thecorresponding innernode.By inspecting the resultingoutput treewesee that some-
times this is thecase, and the innernode towhich thecorrespondingancient language is
attachedreasonablywithrespect tothemodernlanguagesthatderivedfromit.Onesuch
exampleisthepositionofOldEnglishwithrespecttothetreeoftheGermaniclanguages
in Fig. 4. However, in other cases, ancient languages are correctly placed in proximity
of eachother, but in thewrongposition, in the tree,with respect to the resultingmodern
languages. This is the case with Ancient Greek and Latin (see Fig. 5). In this case, the
algorithmcorrectly captures the close syntactic proximitybetweenAncientGreekand

Fig. 4 The position of Old
English with respect to the
Germanic languages:bd= Old
English

Fig. 5 Proximity of Ancient
Greek and Latin: de=Latin,
bx=Ancient Greek,
dz=Medieval Greek
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Latin, but it does not place these two languages correctlywith respect to either the tree
of Latin languages nor the modern part of the Hellenic branch. This problem can be
improved by first subdividing the data into language families and smaller subfamilies
and thenperformthephylogenetic tree reconstructionon thesubfamilies separately, so
that the corresponding ancient language is placed correctly, and then related the result-
ing trees by proximity of the ancient languages. However, this method clearly applies
onlywhereenoughother linguistic information is available, in addition to the syntactic
data.Itshouldbenoted,moreover, that,whileAncientGreekiscorrectlyplacedinprox-
imity toLatin,HomericGreek is entirelymisplaced in thePHYLIP tree reconstruction
and does not appear in proximity of the Ancient Greek of the classical period, even
though both Homeric and Ancient Greek are mapped with the best possible accuracy
(100%mapped) in the SSWL database.

2.4 The Indo-EuropeanTree

Although the many problems illustrated above render a phylogenetic reconstruction
basedsolelyonSSWLdataunreliable, it is stillworthcommentingonwhatoneobtains
with this method regarding some of the controversial early branchings of the Indo-
European tree. Again, the same type of systematic problems illustrated above occur
repeatedly when one analyzes these regions of the output tree.

For example, TocharianAandBare treated by the PHYLIP reconstruction asmod-
ern languages leaves of the tree and placed in immediate proximity of Hittite and in
close proximity of some of the modern Indo-Iranic languages, like Pashto and Pun-
jabi, and a further step away from some Turkic languages like Tuvan. The proximity
of Tocharian and Hittite suggests here a Tocharian-Anatolian branching. The place-
ment of the Indo-Iranic languages in proximity of this Tocharian-Anatolian branching
is likelyarising fromthe fact that the Indo-Iranicbranchof the Indo-European family is
verypoorlymappedin theSSWLdatabase,with theancient languagesentirelymissing
andvery fewof themodern languages recorded, hence the reconstructed treenecessar-
ily skipsover all thesemissingdata.Thecomplete absenceofSanskrit from thecurrent
version of the SSWLdatabase (the entry in the database is just an empty place holder)
in particular causes the phylogenetic reconstruction to miss entirely the proximity of
the Indo-Iranic and the Hellenic branches. Near the subtree shown in Fig. 6 one finds
several instances of misplaced languages of the type discussed in Sect. 2.3.3.

The situation with the Armenian branch is very problematic in the PHYLIP analy-
sis of the SSWLdata. There are three entries recorded in the database:WesternArme-
nian is 68% mapped, while Eastern Armenian appears as two different entries in the
database, one 84%mapped and the other only 52%mapped. Classical Armenian only
appears as an empty place holder with no data in the current version of the database.
These threedatapointsarenotplacedinproximityofoneanother in thePHYLIPrecon-
struction. Western Armenian ends up completely misplaced (it appears in proximity
of Korean and Japanese). This misplacement may be corrected if one first subdivides
data by language families and then runs the phylogenetic reconstruction only on the
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Fig. 6 Tocharian–Anatolian
branching: gb=Tocharian A,
hn=Tocharian B, bv=Hittite,
fk=Pashto, iy=Panjabi,
cx=Tuvan (Turkic)

Fig. 7 Eastern Armenian: cy
= Eastern Armenian (84%),
ee = Pima (misplaced
Uto-Aztecan), ai = Ossetic
Digor, dh= Ossetic Iron

Indo-European data. The bettermapped entry for EasternArmenian is placed in prox-
imity of the subtree of Fig. 6 containing the Tocharian–Anatolian branch and some
Indo-Iranian languages (plus some other misplaced languages from other families).
The nearest neighbors that appear in this region of the tree are Digor Ossetic and Iron
Ossetic: again this is likely an effect of the poor mapping of the Indo-Iranic branch
of the Indo-European family, as in the case of Fig. 6. Another error due to misplace-
ment from an entirely different family occurs, with the Uto-Aztecan Pima placed in
this same subtree, see Fig. 7. This subtree is placed adjacent to a subtree containing a
group of Balto-Slavic languages (and some misplaced languages) with both of these
branches then connecting to the subtree of Fig. 6. The poorly mapped Eastern Arme-
nian entry (52%) is placed as single leaf attached to an otherwise deep inner node of
the tree. Another language that is often difficult to position in the Indo-European tree,
Albanian (68%mapped), ismisplaced in the PHYLIP reconstruction, and placed next
to Gulf Arabic (69%mapped).

These examples confirm the fact that a naive phylogenetic analysis of the SSWL
databasecannotdeliveranyreliable informationonthequestionof theearlybranchings
of the Indo–European tree.
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3 PhylogeneticNetworks

Weverifiedthat thesametypesofproblemsillustratedintheprevioussubsectionsoccur
when theSSWLdataareanalyzedusingphylogeneticnetworks insteadof thePHYLIP
phylogenetic trees.

We compiled the SSWLdata [37], using only the Indo-European languages,which
havemore complete parameter information as a sample set. As in the tree analysis dis-
cussed before, we input the syntactic parameters as a sequence of binary strings into
the phylogenetic networks programs.

The Splitstree 4 program2 generated a split tree, which is intuitively a con-
fidence interval on trees. The farther from ‘tree-like’ the generated tree, the less any
given tree is able to describe the evolutionof the languages.Theoutput of this program
indicated that the phylogenetics of languages analyzedon thebasis of SSWLsyntactic
parameters diverges strongly from being tree-like. As discussed before, this may be
regarded as further indication of systematic problems that create high uncertainties in
the candidate trees. These are again an illustration of the effect of a combination of the
factors (1)–(4) listed in Sect. 2.3.

We also fed the same data to theNetwork5 program.3 This generated a phyloge-
neticnetwork, using themedian-joiningalgorithmwhich represents all of the shortest-
path length (maximum parsimony) trees which are possible given the data.

We discuss below some of the aspects of the network generated by Splittree
4 in comparison to some of the outputs described above obtained with the PHYLIP
phylogenetic trees. Figure8 illustrates a large region of the phylogenetic network pro-
duced by Splittree 4 using the entire set of SSWL data. It is evident that some of
the same problems we have discussed before occur in this case as well, in particular
the misplacement of the ancient languages with respect to their modern descendent
(see the position of Latin and Ancient Greek, for example). However, with respect to
the PHYLIP results discussed above, we see less instances of languages that get com-
pletely misplaced within the wrong family. For example, as one can see from Figs. 9
and 10, Ancient Neapolitan now appears correctly placed in the Latin languages (and
near Spanish) rather thanmisplaced among theGermanic languages as inFig. 2.How-
ever, one can see that other problems that occurred in the PHYLIP reconstructions for
thisgroupof languagesare still present in theSplittree4network.Forexample, as
in Fig. 1, Portuguese appears closer to Italian than to Spanish in the network of Fig. 9,
contrary to the general understanding of the phylogenetic tree of the Latin languages.
(Wewill discuss the caseof the subtreeof theLatin languagesmore indetail inSect. 5.)
Misplacements of languageswithin these smaller subfamilies are still occurring, how-
ever:onecansee that, forexample, in thepositioningof theRomance languageOccitan
in the regionof thephylogenetic network inproximityofGermanic languages likeOld
Norse and Icelandic in Fig. 10.

2http://ab.inf.uni-tuebingen.de/data/software/splitstree4/download/manual.pdf.
3http://www.fluxus-engineering.com/Network5000_user_guide.pdf.
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Fig. 8 Phylogenetic network produced by Splittree 4 on the entire SSWL database

Fig. 9 Latin languages region of the phylogenetic network
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Fig. 10 Germanic languages region of the phylogenetic network

The results of the Splittree 4 phylogenetic networks analysis of the Indo-
European languages are available as the fileIndo_Euro.nex, which can be down-
loaded at the URL http://www.its.caltech.edu/~matilde/PhylogeneticSSWL2.

4 PhylogeneticAlgebraicGeometry

Given theunsatisfactory resultsoneobtains inanalyzing theSSWLdatabasewith soft-
wareaimedatphylogeneticreconstructions,onecanturntheproblemonitsheadandtry
toobtain specificquantitativeestimatesof the levelof reliabilityorunreliabilityof spe-
cific subsets of the SSWL data for the purpose of phylogenetic, by relying on existing
reconstructions of linguistic phylogenetic trees, obtained by other linguistic methods
and other sources of data, which are considered reliable reconstructions. The problem
is then to test the distribution at the leaves of the tree obtained from the SSWL data
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with specific polynomial invariants associated to a given reliable tree. Such invariants
would be vanishing on a probability distribution at the leaves obtained from an evolu-
tionary processmodeled by aMarkovmodel on the tree, hencewe canuse the estimate
of how far the values are from zero as a numerical estimate of a degree of unreliability
of the data for phylogenetic reconstruction.Again, this does not identify explicitly the
source of the problem, among the various possible causes outlined above, but it still
gives a numerical estimate that can be useful in trying to improve the results. We pro-
posehere tousemethods fromphylogenetic algebraicgeometrydevelopedbyPachter,
Sturmfels, et al. [11, 24, 25, 35] to achieve this goal.Wefirst give a quick reviewof the
mainsettingofphylogeneticalgebraicgeometryand thenweillustrate insomespecific
examples howwe intend to use these techniques for the purpose described here.

4.1 PhylogeneticModels:GeneralAssumptions

The basic setup for linguistic phylogenetic models consists of a dynamical process
of language change (which in our case means change of syntactic parameters), con-
sidered as a Markov process on a binary tree (a finite tree with all internal vertices of
valence 3).

It canbearguedwhether trees reallygive thebest account of languagechangebased
on syntactic data, rather than more general non-simply-connected graphs (generally
referred to as “networks”). We will return to discuss some empirical reasons in favor
of phylogenetic networks instead of trees in Sect. 6. Themathematics of phylogenetic
networks is discussed at length in [14, 15]. About the use of phylogenetic networks in
Linguistics, see [23].

Another general assumptionof phylogeneticmodels,which requires careful exam-
ination in the case of applications to Linguistics, is the usual assumption that the
variables (binary variables in the case of syntactic parameters) behave like indepen-
dent identically distributed variables, whose dynamics evolves according to the same
Markov process. This assumption is especially problematic when dealing with syn-
tactic parameters because of the presence of relations between parameters that are not
entirely understood, so that it is currently extremely hard to ensure one is using a set of
independentbinaryvariables.Moreover,while acceptable infirst approximation, even
the assumption that the underlying Markov model driving the change should be the
same for all syntactic parameters appears problematic.The fact that different syntactic
parameters have very different frequencies of occurrence amongworld languages cer-
tainly suggests otherwise.Wewill return to this point in Sect. 6 and suggest a possible
approach, based on the results of [26], to correct, at least in part, for this problem.

The leaves of the tree correspond to themodern languages with observed values of
the parameters giving a joint probability distribution

P(X�1 = i1, . . . , X�n = in) = pi1,...,in , (4.1)
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with ik ∈ {0, 1}, andwith n the number of leaves. Here the quantity pi1,...,in represents
thefrequencywithwhichsyntacticparametersof the languages�1, . . . , �n at the leaves
of the tree have values (i1, . . . , in) ∈ {0, 1}n , respectively.

In theusual settingofMarkovmodels for phylogenetic reconstructions, one further
assumes that all the inner nodes are hidden variables and that only the distribution at
the leaves of the tree is known. Here again we encounter a problem with respect to
applicationstoLinguistics.Incertainlanguagefamilies,liketheIndo-Europeanfamily,
several ancient languageshaveknownparameters. In theSSWLdatabase, for instance,
Ancient Greek is one of the very few languages that are 100%mappedwith respect to
their list of 115 parameters. Thus, one needs to consider some of the inner vertices as
known rather than hidden.Oneway to do that is to consider a single leaf coming out of
someof the inner vertices thatwill correspond to theknownvalues of theparameters at
thatvertex.AswediscussedinSect. 2.2,oneencountersproblemswiththeplacementof
theancientlanguagesinthePHYLIPreconstructionofthesyntacticphylogenetictrees,
which should be corrected for. Better results are obtained when one first separates out
thedata into language families andsubfamilies andbuilds trees for smaller subfamilies
first, including the known data about the ancient languages, and then combines these
treesintoalargertree.ThisprocedureavoidsthetypeofproblemmentionedinSect. 2.2,
by which the greater syntactic similarity between some of the ancient Indo-European
languages like Latin andAncientGreek is detected correctly, but in turn prevents their
respective placement in the correct positionwith respect to themodern languages that
originated from them.

For a given set of n leaves, there are

τn = (2n − 4)!
(n − 2)!2n−2

different possible binary tree topologies. Clearly, it is not a computationally efficient
strategy to analyze all of them. However, one would like to have some computable
invariants thatonecanassociate toagivencandidate treeT ,whichestimateshowaccu-
rate T is as a phylogenetic tree, among all the τn possible choices, given knowledge of
thejointprobabilitydistribution (4.1)at the leaves.ThePhylogeneticAlgebraicGeom-
etry approach (see [24, 25] and the survey [4]) aims at constructing such phylogenetic
invariants using Algebraic Geometry and Commutative Algebra.We review themain
ideas in the next subsection.

4.2 PhylogeneticVarieties and Ideals

We consider here the Jukes–Cantor model describing a Markov process on a binary
rooted tree T with n leaves. The stochastic behavior of the model is determined by
the datum of a probability distribution (π, 1 − π) at the root vertex (the frequency of
expression of the 0 and 1 values of the syntactic parameters at the root) and the datum
of a bistochastic matrix
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Me =
(
1 − pe pe

pe 1 − pe

)

along each edge of the tree. These data (π, Me) are often referred to in the literature as
parametersof themodel. Inorder toavoidconfusionwithouruseof the termparameter
for the syntactic binary variables, we will refer to the (π, Me) as “stochastic parame-
ters”. For a tree T with n leaves, and variables with k states, the number of stochastic
parameters is

N = (2n − 3)k(k − 1) + k − 1.

In our case, with binary variables, we have k = 2 and the number of stochastic param-
eters of themodel is simply N = 4n − 5.

Phylogenetic invariants are polynomial functions φ that vanish on all the expected
distributions pin ,...,in at the tails of the tree T , for all values of the stochastic parameters
(π, Me).

The simplest example of such an invariant is the linear polynomial

φ(zin ,...,in ) = −1 +
∑

in ,...,in

zin ,...,in ,

since the joint distribution at the leaves is normalized by
∑

in ,...,in
pin ,...,in = 1. This

invariant is uninteresting, in the sense that it is independent of the tree T , hence it
does not provide any information about distinguishing between candidate phyloge-
netic trees. In general one seeks other, more interesting, phylogenetic invariants φT ,
and the minimum number of such invariants required for phylogenetic inference. An
answer to thisquestion isprovidedbyAlgebraicGeometry, as shown in [1, 24, 25, 35].

Consider the polynomial ringC[zi1,...,in ], wheren is the number of leaves of the tree
andand ik ∈ {0, 1} for all k = 1, . . . , n. Thephylogenetic invariants are definedby the
vanishing φT (pi1,...,in ) = 0. This condition determines an ideal IT in the polynomial
ring. For aMarkovmodel as above, with N = 4n − 5 stochastic parameters (π, Me),
one obtains a polynomial map

� : C
4n−5 → C

2n

that assigns�(π, Me) = pi1,...,in . This is, more explicitly, of the form

pi1,...,in = �(π, Me) =
∑

wv∈{0,1}
πwvr

∏
e

Me
ws(e),wt (e)

,

withasumover“histories” (paths in the tree) consistentwith thedataat the leaves.This
determines an algebraic variety, the phylogenetic variety, given by the Zariski closure

VT = �(C4n−5) ⊂ C
2n

.
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Dually we have amap

� : C[zi1,...,in ] → C[x1, . . . , x4n−5]

with Ker� = IT , where IT is the phylogenetic ideal.
One canusephylogenetic invariants to select betweencandidate phylogenetic trees

in the following way. Suppose one obtains, through some phylogenetic algorithm, a
candidate phylogenetic treeT. One also has available the joint probability distribution
(4.1) of the binary variables at the leaves. By evaluating phylogenetic invariants φT ∈
IT at the observed distribution pin ,...,in , one can check whether the candidate tree T
satisfies ∣∣φT (pin ,...,in )

∣∣ < ε (4.2)

for all phylogenetic invariantsφT ∈ IT , and for a fixed error size ε. The candidate tree
T is an acceptable phylogenetic tree if and only if the estimate (4.2) is satisfied. Geo-
metrically, the test (4.2) can be rephrased as the property that the point pi1,...,in ∈ C

2n

is ε-close to the phylogenetic variety VT if and only if T is an acceptable phylogenetic
tree. Computationally, this method requires obtaining a set of explicit generators for
the phylogenetic ideal IT .

In the caseof the Jukes–Cantormodelwithk = 2, itwasproved in [35] that thephy-
logenetic ideal IT is generated by polynomials of degree two. A completely explicit
set of generators for the Jukes–Cantor model with k = 2 was obtained in [1], where
it is proved that phylogenetic ideal IT generated by the 3 × 3-minors of all edge flat-
tenings of the tensor P = (pi1,...,in ). The edge flattenings are defined by the following
procedure. Start with a tree T withMarkovmodel (π, Me) andwith P ∈ C

2n
the joint

probability distribution P = (pi1,...,in ) at the n leaves. The choice of an edge e in a tree
T with n leaves determines two connected components of T � {e}, hence two sets of
leaves {�1, . . . , �r } and {�r+1, . . . , �n}. Thus, the 2n binary variables at then leaves are
partitioned intoasetof2r variablesandasetof2n−r variables, and the jointdistribution
P = (pi1,...,in ) determines a 2r × 2n−r -matrix Flate,T (P) specified by setting

Flate,T (P)(u, v) = P(u1, . . . , ur , v1, . . . , vn−r ).

It can be shown that the rank of this matrix is rank(Flate,T (P)) ≤ 2 (for binary vari-
ables, k = 2), hence all 3 × 3minors of thematrixmust vanish. It is shown in [1] that,
for k = 2 any number n of leaves, the phylogenetic ideal IT is generated by the 3 × 3
minors of thematrices Flate,T (P) of all edge flattenings. It is easy to see that, even for
small trees, there is a very large number of these 3 × 3 minors, hence the number of
generators of the phylogenetic ideal grows rapidly with the size of the tree.

Note that, while for the purpose of validating a candidate phylogenetic tree T it
would be necessary to check that all these generators of the phylogenetic ideal vanish
[or nearly vanish as in (4.1)], in order to invalidate a candidate tree it sufficed to find at
least one of these 3 × 3minors for one of the flattenings that evaluates on the observed
joint distribution P = (pi1,...,in ) to a value larger than the allowed error size ε.
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5 Phylogenetic Invariants andSyntacticTrees

In this sectionwe showhowphylogenetic invariants can be used to improve the phylo-
genetic tree reconstructions based on SSWL syntactic data.

5.1 Phylogenetic Invariants of Small Syntactic Trees

We focus here on sufficiently small subtrees of the syntactic phylogenetic tree of lan-
guages compiled from the SSWL data, for which the computation of phylogenetic
invariantsbecomesfeasible.Usingphylogeneticinvariants,wecomparethesmall trees
obtained in this waywith phylogenetic trees obtained by other linguistic methods and
considered reliable, so as to estimate the validity of the joint distribution at the leaves
obtained from SSWL data.

We present here an example, based on the subtree of the Latin languages within
the Indo–European family. A more detailed analysis of other subtrees of the Indo–
European family will be presented elsewhere.

We have seen in Sect. 2.3.1 that the naive PHYLIP analysis of the entire SSWL
databasemisplacesPortuguese in the subtreeof the Indo-European languages that col-
lects the Latin languages. We have also seen in Sect. 2.3.4 that the same analysis mis-
placesLatin, separating it fromthe treeof themodern languages thatoriginated fromit.

Wenowperformamoreaccurateanalysis, stillusingonly theSSWLdata,butwhere
we use the a priori knowledge of the grouping of certain languages into a subfamily.
Thus, we select only the languages Latin, Italian, French, Spanish, Portuguese.

The phylogenetic tree that is generally agreed, through other linguistic reconstruc-
tions, tobest represent the relativepositionof these languageswouldbea tree topology
as illustrated inFig. 11.Note that this isalso the treereconstructionfor thisgroupof lan-
guagesobtainedin[20]usingasetofsyntacticparametersdifferentfromthoserecorded
in the SSWL database.

Fig. 11 Tree topology for
the phylogenetic tree of the
Latin languages, with �1 =
French, �2 = Italian, �3 =
Latin, �4 = Spanish, �5 =
Portuguese
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The tree of Fig. 11 has two possible splits: {�1, �2} ∪ {�3, �4, �5} and {�1, �2, �3} ∪
{�4, �5}. The corresponding flattenings are given by thematrices

Flate1(P) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

p00000 p00001 p00010 p00011 p00100 p00101 p00110 p00111

p01000 p01001 p01010 p01011 p01100 p01101 p01110 p01111

p10000 p10001 p10010 p10011 p10100 p10101 p10110 p10111

p11000 p11001 p11010 p11011 p11100 p11101 p11110 p11111

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

Flate2(P) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

p00000 p00001 p00010 p00011

p00100 p00101 p00110 p00111

p01000 p01001 p01010 p01011

p01100 p01101 p01110 p01111

p10000 p10001 p10010 p10011

p10100 p10101 p10110 p10111

p11000 p11001 p11010 p11011

p11100 p11101 p11110 p11111

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

where the pi1,i2,i3,i4,i5 are the frequencies of the observed binary variables at the ends,
under the assumption that these behave like independent equally distributed random
variables, evolving according to the sameMarkovmodel on the tree.

UsingthedataofSSWLparametersforthesefivelanguagesreportedintheAppendix,
we obtainmatrices Flate1(P) and Flate2(P) of the form

Flate1(P) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

31
106

1
106

1
106 0 23

106
3
106 0 1

53
1

106 0 0 1
106 0 1

106 0 3
106

5
106 0 1

53 0 0 0 0 0
1
53 0 1

106
4
53 0 0 0 21

106

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠

Flate2(P) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

31
106

1
106

1
106 0 0

23
106

3
106 0 1

53 0
1

106 0 0 1
106 0

0 1
106 0 3

106 0
5

106 0 1
53 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
1
53 0 1

106
4
53 0

0 0 0 21
106 0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

.

Evaluating all the 3 × 3 minors of these matrices with Maple and selecting the
maximum absolute value of the resulting phylogenetic invariants gives

max
∣∣φT (pi1,...,i5)

∣∣ = 2415

1191016
= 0.0020277. (5.1)
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The fact that for the tree of Fig. 11 the distribution at the leaves determined by the
SSWLparameters is extremely close to being a zero of all the phylogenetic invariants
implies that the SSWL parameters are in fact in very good agreement with the recog-
nized correct topology of the phylogenetic tree, but only when the set of languages is
previously restricted to a smaller subfamily and only the SSWL parameters that are
fully mapped for that subfamily are taken into account.

Thisresultseemstoindicatethatthemainsourceoftheproblemsweencounterwhen
doinganaivephylogeneticanalysisusing theentireSSWLdatabasearenotnecessarily
due to an intrinsic problemwith the SSWLdata [that is, it is not primarily due to prob-
lem number (3) in the list in Sect. 2.3]. It seems rather that the problems encountered
above stem from a combination of problems (1), (2), and (4). The use of the phyloge-
netic invariants method bypasses problem (1), while the prior restriction to a smaller
subfamily bypasses problems (2) and (4). A more detailed analysis of this approach
with phylogenetic invariants and computations of likelihood via Euclidean distances,
applied toother language subfamiliesusingSSWLdatawill be carriedoutmoreexten-
sively elsewhere [33].

6 Dependencies andGeometry

As we already mentioned above, the problem of the construction of reliable syntac-
tic phylogenetic trees is closely related to the problem of relations and dependencies
between syntactic parameters. Are there universal relations that hold across all lan-
guages? Are there relations that depend on language families? Can these relations be
expressed geometrically, as is the casewith relations between continuous coordinates
that give rise to topological ordifferentiablemanifolds?Are theredifferent geometries
associatedtodifferentlanguagefamilies?Howdetectablearerelationsbetweensyntac-
ticparameters computationally?Recently, amathematical approach to thesequestions
was proposed in [22, 26, 29, 34].

In [29], it was shown, again using SSWL data, that syntactic parameters of differ-
ent language families have different persistent homology. The persistent generators
of H0 appear to correspond to a subdivisions of a given language family into major
subfamilies, such as, for example, the Indo-Iranic and theEuropean subfamilies of the
Indo-European family, or the Mande, Atlantic-Congo, and Kordofanian subfamilies
of the Niger-Congo family. A persistent generator of the H1 was found in the case of
the Indo-European family. It appears tobe related to thepositionof theHellenicbranch
in the Indo-European family. It is presently unclear whether this reflects the effect of
a genuine historical-linguistic phenomenon, such as an influence ofAncient Greek, at
the syntactic level, upon some other European languages (such as some of the Slavic
languages), whether it detects the presence of homeoplasy in syntactic parameters, or
whether it is due to the nature and format of the syntactic data collected in the SSWL
database. However, the presence of non-trivial persistent generators of the H1 in the
persistent homology of the data set is a strong indicator that networks (non-simply-
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connected graphs) and not trees may provide a better topology for syntactic phyloge-
netic linguistics.

In [26], it was shown that, to some extent, the presence of dependencies between
the syntactic parameters listed in the SSWL database can be detected using Kanerva
networks. The latter were introduced in [16] as sparse distributed memories aimed at
modeling associative memory in neuroscience. It is well known that, in fact, Kanerva
networks are very useful for reconstructing corrupted data and detecting the degree
of recoverability of certain parts of the data as a function of the remaining ones. In
particular, this makes them suitable for detecting the presence of relations between
data. It was shown in [26] that different syntactic parameters in the SSWL database
exhibit different degrees of recoverability in aKanerva network. An overall effect can
be identified,whichdependson the frequencywithwhichacertainsyntacticparameter
is expressed acrossworld languages. This effect can be reproduced using randomdata
with the same frequencies. However, there is an additional effect that can be detected
normalizing with respect to the frequency and that should be a genuine expression of
the level of dependence of a particular syntactic parameter upon the remaining ones.
The resulting normalized score computed in [26] is therefore a numerical estimate
of the degree of dependence/independence of a given binary syntactic variable. The
presenceof these computationally detectable dependence relations affects someof the
fundamental assumptions of the Markov models of phylogenetic trees, in particular
the assumption that all the binary variables are independent, identically distributed
variables. A possible way to compensate for this problem in themodel it to consider a
weighted version of the joint probability distribution P = pi1....,in at the leaves of the
phylogenetic tree, where the frequency of expression of the parameters is computed
in such away that each parameter isweighted according to the corresponding normal-
ized degree of recoverability in aKanerva network, in such away that the independent
variables are weighted more than the dependent ones. This restores the fact that the
independent variables assumption of theMarkovmodel can be at least approximately
satisfied.
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Appendix:TheSSWLParameters of theLatin languages

The phylogenetic invariants for the tree of Latin languages of Fig. 11 are evaluated at
the probability distribution pi1,i2.i3,i4,i5 at the leaves, based on the SSWL parameters
for this group of languages. There are 106 parameters in the SSWL database that are
completely mapped for all of these five languages. We have excluded from the list all
those SSWL parameters that are only mapped for some but not all of the languages in
this group.With the notation �1 =French, �2 = Italian, �3 =Latin, �4 =Spanish, and
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�5 =Portuguese, the syntactic parameters are given by the following list. The column
on the left lists the SSWL parameters P as labeled in the database, [37].

One can see by inspecting the different groups of parameters in this list that several
parameters within the “same group” tend to behave in the same way (e.g. all the Neg
parameters) or in more highly correlated way than across groups of parameters. This
observation is consistentwith themore general observation of dependencies observed
through the Kanerva networks method in [26]. Thus, in order to better fit this set of
binary variables with the hypothesis of independent equally distributed variables in
Markov processes, itmay be better to select a subset of the SSWLparameters that cuts
across the various groups of more closely correlated variables. We will discuss this
aspect more in details elsewhere.

The probability pi1,i2.i3,i4,i5 is then computed by counting the frequencies of occur-
renceofbinaryvectors[i1, i2, i3, i4, i5]ε{0, 1}5 amongthe106vectorsofSSWLparam-
eters above. The only nonzero frequencies are

p0,0,0,0,0 = 31

106
, p0,0,0,0,1 = 1

106
, p0,0,0,1,0 = 1

106
, p0,0,1,0,0 = 23

106
,

p0,0,1,0,1 = 3

106
, p0,0,1,1,1 = 2

106
, p0,1,0,0,0 = 1

106
, p0,1,0,1,1 = 1

106
,

p0,1,1,0,1 = 1

106
, p0,1,1,1,1 = 3

106
, p1,0,0,0,0 = 5

106
, p1,0,0,1,0 = 2

106
,
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p1,1,0,1,0 = 1

106
, p1,1,0,0,0 = 2

106
, p1,1,0,1,1 = 8

106
, p1,1,1,1,1 = 21

106
.

Note how these frequencies confirm some well known facts about the Latin lan-
guages. Syntactic parameters (as recorded in SSWL) are very likely to have remained
the same across all five languages in the family, with a higher probability of a feature
not allowed in Latin remaining not allowed in the other languages (31/106) than of a
feature allowed in Latin remaining allowed in the other languages (21/106). It is also
very likely that a feature is the same in all the modern ones but different from Latin,
with a much higher incidence of cases of a feature allowed in Latin becoming disal-
lowed in all the other languages (23/106) than the other way around (8/106). Among
the remaining possibilities, we see incidences where French has an allowed feature
that is missing in the other languages (5/106) of disallowed (3/106) and cases where
Latin and Portuguese have the same feature allowed, which is disallowed in the other
languages (3/106): all other nonzero entries have only two or less occurrences. The
resultingmatrices for the edge flattenings of the tree of Fig. 11 are then as computed in
Sect. 5.
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